
Store Share Access, SSA Roofing CRM,
Spotlights Internal Canvas Map Technology for
Roofing Companies

SSA

SSA, Roofing CRM showcases internal
canvas map technology for roofing
companies for easy canvasing work.

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA , UNITED
STATES , February 22, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Store Share
Access (SSA), LLC announces its
internal canvas map technology--an
innovative improvement for its roofing
customer relationship management
(CRM) system. With this unique, built-in
enhancement, SSA continues to demonstrate its expertise in delivering affordable and accessible
roofing CRM technology that's simple to use.

Louisiana-based Store Share Access (SSA) LLC enhances its eponymous roofing CRM system with

At SSA we believe a true
roofing CRM should connect
the roofing company to their
client, not just manage
documents and pictures”

Chuck Magee

proprietary canvas map technology. This unique technology is
built into SSA and expands on its features for client mapping,
including alerts and company files. SSA uses its internal
canvas map technology to enhance its client mapping feature
by leveraging Google maps to help roof contractors quickly
identify project locations regardless of the device they use.
This allows roofing contractors to map jobs and leads while
continuing to manage projects and clients with ease.

"At SSA we believe a true roofing CRM should connect the

roofing company to their client, not just manage documents and pictures," says Chuck Magee, SSA
owner.

Convenience and Continued Innovation

Being able to use a roofing CRM system that does more than simply store files or manage projects is
vital for roofing construction companies to streamline their business processes. That's why SSA
makes it a central focus to concentrate efforts on enhancing these two key areas of roofing
construction with its unique internal canvas map technology. CRMs for roofing appear frequently on
the market, and SSA continues to evolve its technology to set itself apart. This unique canvas map
technology facilitates many of SSA's features, including the client mapping feature. Roof contractors
can gather information on neighborhoods following a storm and even map closed files with client
mapping, and they can manage it all in one place.
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SSA makes it easy for users to access all their files from one central location within their roofing
CRM, and its internal canvas map technology is helping to improve the process. To learn more about
SSA and its innovative products, please visit the SSA website.

About Store Share Access (SSA)

SSA was designed and is sold and supported by roofers who have been in the roofing construction
industry for many years. SSA is simple to use with no complex software to learn. SSA is accessible
and works on any device from anywhere. SSA is affordable with one low monthly price no matter how
many users a company adds. Store Share Access, the roofing industry's best friend in a CRM.
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